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Tariff Suspensions
 Each year, members of Congress sponsor hundreds of tariff 

suspension bills on behalf of domestic "proponent" firms.
 Each bill specifies a product, usually an intermediate input 

imported by the proponent, to be granted duty-free status for a 
period of 2-3 years (renewable).

 Bills are referred to a Congressional committee, and then to the 
USITC, where a report is prepared on each bill containing:
 Estimates of dutiable imports and tariff revenue loss. 
 A survey of domestic producers of similar goods to determine if 

there is opposition. 
 The committee then decides which bills to include in a big 

Miscellaneous Trade Bill (MTB), which is passed by the full 
Congress.

 Question: which suspension bills make it into the MTB and why?



Why Study Tariff Suspensions?
 One of the largest unilateral trade policy programs.

 Over 1400 suspension bills introduced in 1999-2006, covering 600 tariff 
lines and worth an estimated $1.6 billion in revenue. 

 But relatively unknown.

 Unique laboratory for studying special interest politics.

 Suspensions are precisely-measured, discretionary policies.
 Previous work on trade policy uses coverage ratios of NTBs.
 WTO imposes no constraints on tariff reductions.



Why Study Tariff Suspensions? (cont.)
 We observe the individual firms involved.

 Previous work is at sector level. 

 We observe different instruments firms use to influence 
policy.

 Firm-level political spending: lobbying expenditures on trade and PAC 
contributions.

 Messages: government solicits information from parties.
 Thus, we can examine whether information conveyed by firms 

influences the government, independent of spending, and quantify the 
relative impact of messages and spending on policy.



 Impact of special interest groups
 Quid pro quo vs. Information transmission channels

o Grossman and Helpman (2001) discuss both

 Literature divided
o Trade literature focuses on quid pro quo (see Grossman and Helpman 1994)
o Information transmission is common in political science

 Empirical findings provide mixed evidence
o PAC contributions influence government policy: This result is often interpreted as 

evidence of quid pro quo
 e.g., Snyder (1990), Goldberg and Maggi (1999), Gawande and Bandyopadhyay (2000).

o Lobbying expenditures influence government policy: This result is often 
interpreted as evidence of information transmission 
 e.g., de Figueiredo and Silverman (2008), Gawande, Maloney and Montes-Rojas (2009)

  Political spending cannot be clearly separated b/w the two channels.
o PAC contributions may convey information (Lohmann, 1995)
o Lobbying expenditures may indirectly benefit politicians.

 We consider messages (besides political spending): If such messages 
are effective in influencing policy – even in the absence of political 
spending – then we have solid evidence for at least one version of the 
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Data – tariff suspensions
 USITC bill reports for Congresses -- 106th (1999-2000), 107th 

(2001-2002), 108th (2003-2004), 109th (2005-2006)
 Reports include:

 Congressman who is the sponsor of the bill
 Proponent firm
 Product description and 8-digit HTS code
 Existing tariff rate, dutiable imports, and expected revenue loss.
 Results of questionnaires sent to domestic producers (or potential producers) of 

the good.
 Questionnaires seek to identify whether firms actually produce (or will 

produce) the good and whether they oppose the bill.  
 An opponent is defined as a firm which reports producing the product 

(106-107) or which reports opposing the bill (108-109).
 We search Chapter 99 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule to ascertain 

whether tariff suspension bills were enacted into law.





Data – lobbying expenditures
 Objective: measure payments that firms make to influence suspensions. 
 Compile a novel firm-level dataset on lobbying expenditures from the 

Center for Responsive Politics and Senate Office of Public Records 
 Semi-annual reports filed under the 1995 Lobbying Disclosure Act by 

lobbyists and firms with in-house lobbyists. 
 Reports include:

 Name of the lobbying firm hired or firm (client) hiring.
 Total amount received or spent.
 List of general and specific lobbying issues.
 List of government entities contacted.

 For each proponent or opponent listed in a tariff suspension bill, we define 
those that report lobbying on "trade" or other issues related to the bill (e.g., 
chemicals, textiles) to be organized. 

 The amount of spending assigned to tariff suspension = total spending 
during the Congress × share of bill-related issues in total issues reported. 

 Years 1999-2006.







Figure 3. Scatter Plots between Lobbying Expenditures and Campaign 
Contributions from Political Action Committees (PACs) at the Firm Level









The Model: key assumptions
• Government's desired trade policy depends on benefit to the 

proponent and harm to opponents, which are private 
information.

• Firms can send messages and spend money (i.e., lobby).

• Sending a message may be costly.

• Lobbying requires a minimum expenditure (GH, 2001)



Payoffs
 Actors: Government, Proponent firm, N potential 

opponent firms. 
 Proponent gain from suspension                     
 Potential opponent loss from suspension                       
 Government gain from suspension

 Distributions



Timing
 Each firm learns its type.
 Each potential opponent sends a message,                  .

  If             , opponent incurs cost     . 
 Each firm chooses a level of lobbying expenditure:  

 Assume fixed costs:
 After observing messages and lobbying expenditures, 

the government updates beliefs, learns   , and decides to 
grant or reject the suspension. 

 The probability of a successful suspension, given 
beliefs, is



Properties of Equilibrium
 Each opponent voices opposition if its loss exceeds a 

threshold.

 Sufficiently large gains or losses induce firms to engage in 
lobbying and precisely reveal their types.

where all  r(.) are strictly increasing and 



Properties of Equilibrium (cont.)
 The government’s posterior beliefs are:



Main result
Baseline suspension 
probability

Verbal 
opposition

Proponent
lobbying

Opponent 
lobbying



Results illustrated



Summary of key predictions of the model

 Effective lobbying expenditures by the proponent firm 
raise the probability of securing a tariff suspension. 

 Effective lobbying expenditures by opponent firms 
reduce the probability of securing a tariff suspension.

 Verbal opposition itself, even without opponent 
spending, reduces the probability of suspension. 



Empirical Specifications
1. Counts: number of opponents, number of organized 

opponents and organized proponent dummy.

2. Levels: number of opponents, sum of effective lobbying 
expenditures of opponents and effective lobbying 
expenditure of proponent. Effective lobbying expenditures 
depend on the fixed cost of lobbying proxied by the 
minimum lobbying expenditures observed in the data.

Regressions include Industry and Congress fixed effects, and 
various controls.





Endogeneity issues
 If the ex-ante expected probability of passage of the bill is 

high, potential opponent firms may not oppose or spend in 
lobbying

o because they expect a small impact of opposition/organized opposition.
o because they may not want to incur the cost of opposition, e.g. the possibility 

of upsetting a proponent which might itself be an opponent in some other 
tariff bill in which the upstream firm is a proponent.

o In this case we would be overestimating the (negative) impact of opposition 
and opponent lobbying.

 Potential opponent firms may be more inclined to oppose 
the bill and invest in lobbying expenditures when they fear 
that the suspension is more likely to be granted.

o In this case our estimates would be biased towards zero.



Instrumental variables strategy 
Number of opponents

Instruments meant to capture exogenous cost of opposition (   ). 

 Instrument 1: Dependency of potential opponents on proponent
 The number of contacted firms on the bill in question that are also currently 

proponents on other bills.
 Opponents are likely to be cooperative when they have something to lose in 

the current period.
 The higher this number, the smaller the probability of opposition

 Instrument 2: The number of potential opponent firms that have 
expressed opposition in past (or current) Congresses.

 Higher number implies more chances of opposition.

 Instrument 3: Number of potential opponents contacted in the past.
 Higher number implies lower number of opponents

 Instruments unlikely to be correlated with unobserved probability 
of suspension (exclusion).



Instrument variables strategy (cont.)
Instruments based on economies of scale in lobbying.

 Organized proponent /opponent: 
o Instrument: whether the proponent lobbies for issues unrelated 

to the bill. The number of opponents who lobby for issues 
unrelated to the bill. 

o Logic: Lobbying for other issues (say, defense or banking) 
lowers the cost of lobbying on trade but is not likely to be 
directly correlated with whether a bill is passed.

 Proponent/Opponent Lobbying Expenditures
	
 Instrument: the number of unrelated issues lobbied for.







Robustness
 Results are robust to broader measures of organization:

 Lobbying includes both lobbying and PAC spending at the 
firm-level.

 Firm is organized if it lobbies in past or future Congress

 Dataset merged with firm-level information from 
Compustat, and introduce additional firm-level controls 
like employment. 
 Effect of verbal opposition is unchanged after controlling 

for firm-level employment.







Structural Parameters
 Immediate conclusions:

 Verbal opposition conveys more information than opponent 
organization. 

 Verbal opposition is more effective than proponent 
organization, implying either information difference or 
government bias.

 Proponent's lobbying threshold is higher than opponent's. 



Assume: uniform priors over the intervals  Assume: uniform priors over the intervals  

Threshold for voicing 
opposition:
Implied cost of opposition: 

'Information content' of 
voicing opposition:
Assume:Assume:

'Information content' of 
proponent organization:
Government Bias:

More structural parameters 



Open questions
 Source of the government bias?

 Proponents are probably larger, more capital intensive and 
more likely to be foreign-owned.

 Media characterizations: David vs Goliath, offshoring US 
jobs.

 Welfare arguments: foreign ownership, labor intensity of 
opponents. 

 Source of the cost of opposition?
 Possibly due to tacit agreements between proponents and 

opponents.
Example: assume all contacted firms have the same probability of becoming a 

proponent and that a bill will certainly be opposed if its proponent voiced 
opposition in the past, then



Conclusions
 Model predicts both money and messages affect trade 

policy.
 Predictions borne out by data on tariff suspensions and 

firm-level lobbying expenditures.
 Messages appear to be more influential than money spent,

 Opponent messages are more informative than opponent 
lobbying.

 Opponent messages are equally informative as proponent 
lobbying, suggesting government bias.

 First to study the political economy of trade policy at the 
firm level and to provide systematic empirical evidence 
on the impact of firm messages on policy.  


